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“I continue to get positive feedback 
on our Mission Impossible Team Challenge!  

I think we successfully opened our team’s 

eyes to a new form of team building.”

- Oldcastle Materials

Mission Impossible: 

Mysteries of Lake Eola & Downtown Orlando

The centerpiece of downtown Orlando is Lake 

Eola Park with 43 acres of generous 

sidewalks for strolling and jogging on the mile-

long loop around the water. The urban 

downtown combined with the beautiful 

lakeside parks comprise a fun and diverse 

field of play and definitely keep teams on their 

toes as they attempt to solve Mission 

Impossible: Mysteries of Lake Eola & 

Downtown Orlando.

Working undercover, your team Mission is to 

decipher the codes of up to ten Mission 

Challenge Locations; determine the Mission 

Challenge location within the field of play 

area; solve up to a dozen ‘Mission Adventure 

Challenges’ at each Mission Location; and 

return back to headquarters before time runs 

out!

Throw in the highly creative Photo Challenge 

that has teams scanning the periphery in 

search of the obscure; teams must manage 

their time effectively to earn the most 

performance points.  Can your team balance 

the demands of both?

And if that doesn’t keep the team busy, how about we include a few mind-twisting 

adventure challenges that require quick thinking and effective execution under the 

pressure of time?  Managing the many challenges of Mission Impossible: 

Mysteries of Lake Eola & Downtown Orlando will keep teams on the move, 

requiring team focus while strategizing on the bigger picture opportunity.  

Resources are endless – but will team members recognize the possibilities?
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Mission Impossible Overview

Kick-Off

Teams gather in a selected location in the 

Downtown Orlando area.  A quick 

overview of the TEAM Balance Model will 

provide important clues on how to best 

approach the challenge and provides the 

foundation for TEAM success.

Team Briefing 

The rules of engagement are revealed 

and Missions are distributed. It is up to 

each team on how they want to strategize 

and set their course of action.

Mission Impossible in Action

Teams head out on foot in search of each 

Mission Challenge location while 

managing their Photo Challenges. There 

are too many Missions to reach during the 

official timeframe. It is up to each team to 

determine which locations to target and 

ultimately earn the most performance 

points.

Results and Debrief

Teams arrive to Mission Headquarters for 

final scoring and review of the results. 

Because of the complexity of the 

Missions, each team is recognized for 

unique accomplishments. Of course there 

is also recognition for the team that has 

earned the most performance points!


